Let X be a closed C°°-rrianifold of dimension N. Then two additional structures on X have been quite extensively studied. One is the Riemannian structure giving rise to Riemannian geometry and the other one is the triangulation of X giving rise to polyhedral or combinatorial topology.
defined in terms of the eigenvalues of the Laplace operator acting on differential forms with coefficients in the vector bundle £ r Ray and Singer have proved that this invariant is independent of the choice of the Riemannian metric and they conjecture that this analytic torsion is equal to the Reidemeister-Franz torsion.
By these examples we see that many times we come across an interesting problem which involves passing from one of these structures to the other one of these two structures. We will now describe a method which in a sense builds a bridge between these two structures and allows us a considerable interplay between them. The basic ideas are from Whitney's book [5] and Dodziuk's thesis [1] , Let g be a Riemannian metric on X and K a smooth triangulation of X. Let T*{X) be cotangent bundle of Zand A* = A«T*{X), 0 ^ q g N. Let C q {K), 0 ^ q ^ N, be simplicial (oriented) real chain groups and C«{K) be the dual simplicial cochain groups. Now in Riemannian geometry we consider de Rham complex :
And in simplicial topology we consider the complex :
We have de Rham map R: C°°{A«) -> C*{K), 0 <> q <L N, from the de Rham complex to the cochain complex. This is given by integration. Whitney in his book [5] has defined a map W which assigns to a cochain A e Ci{K), a differential form WA on X of type q. The map Wis defined in the following way. Let a = {po,~m, p q ) be an oriented g-simplex, a* be dual simplex and 2 be an JV-simplex. Then W{a*) on [^l is zero unless a is a face of 2. Also if a is a face of I and I = {po, ••-, PN)> then any point x e \ü\ has barycentric coordinates ^, '•',fip N and we define f^ö-Jonl^l as:
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This defines W on dual simplices. We then extend W to the whole of C*{K) by linearity. The form WA for A e C«{K) is not a C°°-differential form, but on any JV-simplex 2{N = dim of X) WA is C°°, and if an r-simplex a, 0 ^ r g N, is a face of two JV-simplices I 7 , 2", then
where i, i' are inclusions of a in^, 2".
Hence it makes sense to apply the de Rham map R to the form WA and we have (1) RWA = A, (2) rf^v4 = WdA. We can now use the Whitney map to pull the Riemannian inner product from the de Rham complex to the simplicial cochain complex. We thus obtain an inner product in cochain groups defined by <c, c> = def < wc, way, e, e e C*{K\ O^q^N.
Let 3* : Cv{K) -> C*~l(K) be the adjoint of 3, with respect to this inner product and A q -(33* + 3*3) be combinatorial Laplacian from C«(K) into itself, O'gg^iV. Now let us consider subdivisions S n {K) 9 n ^ 1, of K. For any triangulation K of X we define mesh r]{K) of K by 97(A) = Sup d{x, y), where the supremum is taken over all points x, y e Zfor which there exists a simplex 2 such that xje 12\ ; and */ is the Riemannian distance function on X x X defined by the Riemannian metric.
Let us suppose that 7]{S n K) -> 0 as n -> 00 and subdivisions are reasonably nicely chosen so that there exists a constant C > 0 such that, for n ^ 1, rf(y, <a) > CT}{S 71 {K)) for all vertices y, co, v ¥" a), belonging to a simplex of S n {K). Now for each n we have the de Rham map R n : C°°{A q ) ~> C<*{S n K) 9 Whitney map W n and inner product in &{S n K) 9 defined by Whitney map W n . With respect to this inner product we have the adjoint operator 3* and combinatorial Laplacians A qt1l from C«{S n K) into itself. The inner products induced by the Whitney map depend on the Riemannian metric g in T*{X) and a natural question now would be whether we can get back the Riemannian structure from these inner products in C^{S n K) 9 11 ^ 1. This is in fact true in a suitable sense and we now state these results.
The first approximation theorem, proved by Dodziuk (see [1] ) is that for any C°° form/on X, W n R n f converges to /in L 2 as n -> 00. Then by (2) it follows that dW n R n f{= W"dR n f= W n R n df) converges to df in L? as n -> 00. It is however not true in general that W n d%R n f converges to 5/in L 2 as n -> 00. We nevertheless have approximation theorems for Hodge decompositions: {provided that X n jtq is defined, i.e., d{q, n) ^ j). Since eigenvalues {X n , q } are known to contain considerable geometric information of the Riemannian manifold {X, g), the above theorem means in a sense that by taking subdivisions S n {K) we get back a considerable amount of Riemannian structure.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3, one gets the following result, which may have more significance for the Ray-Singer conjecture about ReidemeisterFranz torsion. Let This theorem was conjectured (for all q) by Dodziuk in [1] and was proved by him for the case q = 0. Theorem 3 follows quite easily by using Theorems 1 and 2 and defining eigenvalues of A q9 â q%n in terms of maxima-minima principle applied to appropriate quadratic forms; the details will be published elsewhere.
Finally I would like to thank Professor I.M. Singer for bringing Dodziuk's thesis [1] to my attention.
